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Preface
New to This Edition
All That’s New in Marketing
The eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing reflects the major trends and shifting forces
that impact marketing in this digital age of customer value, engagement, and relationships.
Here are just some of the major new and continuing changes you’ll find in this edition.
• Customer engagement framework: This eighteenth edition continues to build on its
customer engagement framework—creating direct and continuous customer involvement
in shaping brands, brand conversations, brand experiences, brand advocacy, and brand
community. New coverage and fresh examples throughout the text address the latest
customer engagement tools, practices, and developments.
• Fast-changing marketing trends and topics: This edition adds fresh coverage of both traditional marketing areas and fast-changing topics such as digital, mobile, and social
media marketing; customer engagement marketing; the customer journey; big data, artificial intelligence, and new marketing analytics; the major digital transformation in
marketing research; omni-channel marketing and the massive shifts in today’s retailing;
direct-to-consumer marketing (DTC); real-time customer listening and marketing; marketing content creation and native advertising; B-to-B social media and social selling;
online and dynamic pricing; sustainability; global marketing; and much more.
• Online, mobile, social media, and other digital marketing technologies: Keeping up with
digital concepts, technologies, and practices has become a top priority and major challenge for today’s marketers. The eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing provides
thoroughly refreshed, up-to-date coverage of these explosive developments in every
chapter—from digital, online, mobile, and social media engagement technologies in
Chapters 1, 5, 14, 15, and 17; to “big data,” new marketing analytics, the Internet of
Things, and artificial intelligence in Chapters 1, 3, and 4; to the massive shift to omnichannel and digital retailing in Chapters 13 and 17; to the increasing use of augmented
and virtual reality in Chapters 4 and 13. A Chapter 1 section on The Digital Age: Online,
Mobile, and Social Media Marketing introduces the exciting new developments in digital
and social media marketing. Then a Chapter 17 section on Direct, Online, Social Media,
and Mobile Marketing digs more deeply into digital marketing tools such as online sites,
social media, mobile ads and apps, online video, email, and other digital platforms that
engage consumers anywhere, anytime via their computers, smartphones, tablets, and
other digital devices.
• Content marketing and marketing communications: The eighteenth edition continues to
track fast-changing developments in marketing communications and the creation of
brand content. Marketers no longer simply create advertising and integrated marketing communications programs; they join with customers and media to curate and share
marketing content in paid, owned, earned, and shared media. You won’t find fresher
coverage of these important topics in any other marketing text.

New Real-World Brand Stories, Highlights, Cases,
and In-Text Examples
The eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing is loaded with new brand stories, highlight
features, cases, in-text examples, and end-of-chapter exercises and features that illustrate
brand strategies and contemporary marketing issues and let students apply what they’ve
learned.
• Chapter-opening stories, Real Marketing highlights, and in-text examples: The eighteenth edition brings marketing to life with new or heavily revised chapter-opening vignettes,
   xv
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xvi   PREFACE
128

PART 2

| Understanding the Marketplace and Consumer Value

Company Case Qualtrics: Managing the Complete Customer Experience
Over the past few decades, the practice of gathering customer
feedback data has been changing as new technologies allow
marketers to dig deeper. Take customer satisfaction surveys, for
example. Today’s retail cashiers and hospitality staff commonly
promote online surveys to customers, urging their participation
with enticing incentives such as gift certificates.
In fact, everywhere customers turn, retailers and brands
are emailing, texting, and handing out links to online surveys in
hopes that customers will provide them with valuable feedback.
What most customers don’t know is that few if any of those
companies are managing their own surveys. Instead, many marketers turn to a handful of experts to manage their online surveys
and how such surveys fit into the bigger picture of their customer
intelligence programs.
For companies like Lowe’s, Ford, Verizon, 3M, and Disney,
that expert is Qualtrics—the leader of the fast-growing online
survey business. In fact, more than 8,500 of the world’s leading brands trust Qualtrics to power customer data collection,
including 75 of the Fortune 100 and 99 of the top 100 business schools. But to characterize Qualtrics’ services as “online
surveys” is an oversimplification. Ask anyone at Qualtrics what
business they’re in and they’ll say it’s all about “experience
management.”

Pioneering the Online Survey

Today, gathering survey data online seems like no-brainer. But
to fully understand what Qualtrics is and does for its clients, you
have to go back more than 20 years when online surveys didn’t
exist. The company’s beginnings are a classic example of a tech
startup at the turn of the millennium. But instead of a garage in
Silicon Valley, Qualtrics started in the basement of a cul-de-sac
home in Provo, Utah.
The house belonged to BYU marketing professor Scott Smith.
In 1997 he came up with the idea to develop a digital survey engine that would facilitate his own research. Back then, the standard process for collecting survey data was distributing a paperand-pencil questionnaire in person or through the mail. As such,
it was a costly process in terms of both time and money to create a survey, collect responses, and enter the data into a computer. But everything changed when Smith administered his first
online survey. “The first survey that we collected online—within
48 hours, our data was in the computer,” says Smith, noting that
the process would normally have taken months using traditional
methods. “All of a sudden, the light clicks on and you’re like, this
is something wonderful. It’s quick, it’s easy, it’s more accurate.”
Smith enlisted his sons, Ryan and Jared, to help develop and
launch one of the first online survey services. What started as
SurveyPro became Qualtrics in 2002. Initially targeting the academic community, the team soon recognized the potential for
online surveys as a marketing research tool. Honing the software
over several years, Qualtrics expanded its client base in 2008
to include organizations of all kinds—business and academic,
for-profit and non-profit. Before long, the majority of Qualtrics’
business was coming from corporations.
From the start, Qualtrics differentiated its offering by making
it user-friendly. The goal was to help anyone with a non-tech
background quickly and easily create and manage an online survey. With Qualtrics, clients could use simple question-generating
tools to draw from various types of questions, including sliding
scales with endpoints such as “happy” and “sad” or grades

from “A” to “F.” An early Qualtrics innovation was heat maps that
let respondents click on a particular location in a retail facility,
indicating preferences for certain types of product or service
experiences, such as the preferred seating in a theater. Users
could also choose from numerous types of graphs to summarize
results.
From the beginning, Qualtrics employed a cloud-only model,
eliminating the need to install software on individual computers.
This innovation allowed customers to develop, tweak, and adapt
their own custom surveys without asking Qualtrics to do it for
them. Along the way, Qualtrics has added features that not only
increase the flexibility of survey creation but make it easier to
aggregate and analyze collected data. The online do-it-yourself
Qualtrics approach not only saves users a great deal of time
compared with more traditional methods, it’s also considerably
cheaper.

boxed features that highlight relevant companies and marketing issues, and loads of new in-text examples throughout that
illustrate contemporary marketing practice.
• New company cases and end-of-chapter applications and exercises:
The eighteenth edition provides 20 new company cases by
which students can apply what they learn to actual company situations. End-of-chapter discussion questions, critical
thinking exercises, and other applications features are also
new and revised.

Experience Management—the Pioneering Continues

Today, the original basic Qualtrics survey engine has evolved
into what the company dubs the Experience Management (XM)
Platform—a suite of products that lets clients use a single interface to manage the four core business experiences: customer
experience, brand experience, product experience, and employee experience. According to Mike Maughan, head of global
insights at Qualtrics, the four core experiences used to be managed separately by corporations, if at all. But the Qualtrics XM
platform integrates them and manages them simultaneously,
helping companies gain a holistic view of customers and develop accurate customer profiles.
The four core experiences are evident in the pitch on the company website: “Software to help turn customers into fanatics,
products into obsessions, employees into ambassadors, and
brands into religions.” Qualtrics’ XM Platform focuses on breaking down data silos to provide a holistic picture of customer experience across the four different factors. “We all know that how
employees act directly impacts the experience customers have,”
Maughan says, referring to how one aspect of a customer’s experience can affect their entire perspective. “A common saying is
that disengaged employees are firing your customers.”
The single, integrated Qualtrics data analysis platform allows organizations to “bridge the experience gap.” To illustrate,
consider a 2005 Bain and Company study that revealed that 80
percent of CEOs believed their company was delivering a superior customer experience. However, “when their customers were
asked if they felt they were receiving a superior customer experience, only eight percent agreed,” notes Maughan. Qualtrics XM
narrows this experience gap by measuring stakeholder experiences to establish a baseline, predicting and prioritizing stakeholder needs, initiating a plan of action, and tracking progress
in narrowing the gap between the baseline and the need. If
used correctly, the XM platform drives continuous experience
improvement.

Solving Teaching and
Learning Challenges

Today’s marketing is all about creating customer value and engagement in a fast-changing, increasingly digital and social marketplace. Marketing starts with understanding consumer needs
and wants, determining which target markets the organization
can serve best, and developing a compelling value proposition
by which the organization can attract and grow valued consumers. Then, more than just making a sale, today’s marketers want
to engage customers and build deep customer relationships that
make their brands a meaningful part of consumers’ conversations
and lives.
In this digital age, to go along with their tried-and-true tradiAI Comes to Experience Management
A few years ago, the company introduced Qualtrics iQ as part of
tional
marketing methods, marketers have a dazzling set of new
the XM platform. This innovative new product uses artificial intelligence (AI) to automatically identify trends, statistically validate
online, mobile, and social media tools for engaging customers
key consumer drivers, and identify the appropriate statistical
tests that should be used to deliver results. “Qualtrics iQ hunts
anytime, anyplace to jointly shape brand conversations, experidown experience gaps automatically, predicting what customers
ences, advocacy, and community. If marketers do these things
well, they will reap the rewards in terms of market share, profits,
and customer equity. In the eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing, students learn how
customer value and customer engagement drive every good marketing strategy.

Five Major Customer Value and Engagement Themes
The eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing builds on five major customer value and
engagement themes:
• Creating value for customers in order to capture value from customers in return. Today’s
marketers must be good at creating customer value, engaging customers, and managing
customer relationships. In return, they capture value from customers in the form of sales,
profits, and customer equity. This innovative customer value and engagement framework
is introduced at the start of Chapter 1 in a unique five-step marketing process model,
which details how marketing creates customer value and captures value in return. The
framework is carefully developed in the first two chapters and then fully integrated
throughout the remainder of the text.

Marketing: Engaging Customers to Create and Capture Customer Value
Create value for customers and
build customer relationships
Understand the
marketplace and
customer needs
and wants

Design a
customer valuedriven marketing
strategy

Construct an
integrated
marketing program
that delivers
superior value

Capture value from
customers in return
Engage customers,
build profitable
relationships, and
create customer
delight

Capture value
from customers to
create profits and
customer equity

FIGURE 1.1
The Marketing Process: Creating and Capturing Customer Value
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• Customer engagement and today’s digital and social media. Digital and social media
have taken today’s marketing by storm, dramatically changing how companies and
brands engage consumers and how consumers connect and influence each other’s brand
behaviors. The eighteenth edition thoroughly explores the exciting new digital, mobile,
and social media technologies that help brands to engage customers more deeply and
interactively. It starts with two major Chapter 1 sections: Customer Engagement and Today’s
Digital and Social Media and The Digital Age: Online, Mobile, and Social Media. A refreshed
Chapter 17 on Direct, Online, Social Media, and Mobile Marketing summarizes the latest
developments in digital engagement and relationship-building tools. Everywhere in between, you’ll find revised and expanded coverage of the exploding use of digital and
social marketing tools.
• Building and managing strong, value-creating brands. Well-positioned brands with strong
brand equity provide the basis upon which to build customer value and profitable customer
relationships. Today’s marketers must position their brands powerfully and manage them
well to create valued brand experiences. The eighteenth edition provides a deep focus on
brands, anchored by a Chapter 8 section on Branding Strategy: Building Strong Brands.

APPENDIX 2

Marketing by the Numbers
Marketing managers are facing increased accountability for the financial implications of
their actions. This appendix provides a basic introduction to measuring marketing financial performance. Such financial analysis guides marketers in making sound marketing
decisions and in assessing the outcomes of those decisions.
The appendix is built around a hypothetical manufacturer of home automation products—
CHAPTER in
17 theDirect,
Online,
Social Media,
and Mobile Marketing
501
Wise Domotics (domotics refers to information technology
home).
The company
is
introducing a device that allows users to control all internet-connected smart devices in their
homes. Users will be able to control lighting, temperature, multimedia, security systems,
Uniqlo’s Digital Marketing Campaigns
appliances, windows and doors, phones, and any other smart devices in their homes that
area connected
the brand
internet.
In has
this grown
appendix,
will analyzeConsider
the various
Wiserecent digital campaigns running in
onedecisions
of its most
Uniqlo is
Japanese to
retail
that
intowe
a global
marketing
make before
and after the new
productStates
launch.to increase brand awareness and sales of
the United
brand inDomotics’s
15 countries
thanksmanagers
to digitalmust
marketing
campaigns.
The appendix
is organized
into three
sections.tailoring
The first section
breakitsintroduces
LifeWear pricing,
line of clothing:
Founder Tadashi
Yamai inherited
a chain
of men’s
even, and
margin
assessments
thatretailing.
will guide
the introduction of Wise Domotics’s
retail stores,
so he
was analysis
no stranger
to fashion
But
Value
he wanted
bring affordable,
fashionable,
casual
clothing
new to
product.
The second section
discusses
demand
estimates, Measures
the marketing budget, and
to all people,
so performance
he created Uniqlo
in 1984
to offer
marketing
measures.
It begins
with acasual
discussion Impressions
of estimating market poten4,000,000
clothingtialforand
all.company
The philosophy
of the
brand the
is “UNIQLO
sales. It then
introduces
marketing budget, as illustrated through a
Click-through to site
150,000
clothespro
are
MADE
FOR
ALL.”
The
company
focuses
on
forma profit-and-loss statement followed by the actual profit-and-loss statement. Next,
Cost ofmarketing
campaign managers
$45,000
its signature
innovative
clothing
lines that
have names
like on helping
we discuss
marketing
performance
measures
with a focus
HeatTech,
UV Cut,
LifeWear,
and AIRism.
In 2007,perspective.
its pioto better
defend
their decisions
from a financial
InNumber
the thirdof
section,
orderswe analyze
10,250
neeringthe
“Uniqlock”
viral marketing
campaign
won dozens
financial implications
of various
marketing
tactics. of
Revenue generated
$750,000
advertising Each
awards,
including
the
coveted
Grand
Prix
award
of the three sections ends with a set of quantitative exercises that provide you
Abandoned
shopping
cart
650
at Cannes.
company continues
run digital
with The
an opportunity
to apply thetoconcepts
you marketing
learned to situations beyond Wise Domotics.
campaigns, and while awards are nice, results are better.
Average cost of goods sold (%)
45%
Marketers measure all sorts of metrics related to digital camShipping and handling costs (per order)
$8.50
paigns, from impressions and click-throughs to purchases.
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Marketing by the Numbers

Pricing, Break-Even, and Margin Analysis
Pricing Considerations
Performance Metric

Equation
Determining price is one of the most important marketing mix decisions. The limiting facClick-through rate (CTR)
(Click-throughs ÷ Impressions) * 100
tors are demand and costs. Demand factors, such as buyer-perceived value, set the price
Cost-per-click
Cost ofthese
campaign
÷ Click-throughs
ceiling. The company’s
costs set(CPC)
the price floor. In between
two factors,
marketers
must consider competitors’
as reseller
requirements,
govern- * 100
Conversionprices
ratio and other factors such
(Number
of orders
÷ Click throughs)
ment regulations, and company objectives.
Cost per conversion
Cost of campaign ÷ Number of orders
Most current competing home automation products sell at retail prices between $100
(AOV) pricing decision
Revenue
generated
÷ Number Then
of orders
and $500. We firstAverage-order-value
consider Wise Domotics’s
from
a cost perspective.
we consider consumer
value,
theabandonment
competitive environment,
and reseller
requirements.
Shopping
cart
rate
(Abandoned
shopping
cart ÷ Click-throughs) * 100

Determining Costs
Fixed costs

fromthe
Chapter
10 that there
arelisted
different
types
of costs. Fixed costs
do not vary
with on investment (marketing ROI).
marketing
return
17-14 Recall
Calculate
performance
metrics
in the
preced-

production
saleson
levels
andmetrics,
includeevaluate
costs such
ascamrent, interest, depreciation,
and
clerical successful? Refer to Marketing
Was the
campaign
ing table. or
Based
these
the
Profitability
and
management
Regardless
of the level
of output, the company
must payMetrics
these in Appendix 2: Marketing by the
paign.
(AACSB: salaries.
Communication;
Analytic
Reasoning;
costs.
Whereas
total fixed costs remain constant as output increases, theNumbers
fixed cost to
perlearn
unit how to do this analysis. (AACSB:
Reflective
Thinking)
Communication;
(or average fixed cost) will decrease as output increases because the total
fixed costs are Reflective Thinking; Analytic
17-15
Calculate the net marketing contribution (NMC),
Reasoning)
spread across more units of output. Variable costs vary directly with the level of producVariable costs
marketing
return
on
sales
marketing
ROS),
and
Costs that vary directly with the level of
tion and include costs related to the direct production of the product (such as costs of
production.
goods sold—COGS) and many of the marketing costs associated with selling it. Although
these costs tend to be uniform for each unit produced, they are called variable because
OfferUp: A Mobile Solution for the Mobile Era
their total varies with the number of units produced. Total costs are the sum of the fixed
Total costs
The sum of the fixed and variable costs
and variable
costs
for any
level
of production.
of eBay and even Amazon by flexing its muscles beyond local
When people
think of
buying
andgiven
selling
things
online locally,
for any given level of production.
Wise Domotics
invested
millionad
in refurbishing
an
existing
facility toUnexpectedly,
manumarket
boundaries.
OfferUp now rivals the most
most think automatically
of has
Craigslist,
the$10
classified
marketfacture
new home
product.
Once
begins,social
the company
esti-in terms of time spent by users.
popular
media apps
place that
has the
dominated
thatautomation
business for
the past
twoproduction
demates
it will
fixedhas
costs
of $20
million
per year. The variable
cost to produce
About a decade
ago, as the mobile device revolution began
cades. But
as that
the rest
of incur
the world
gone
mobile,
Craigslist
to explode, Seattle resident Nick Huzar was frustrated as he
has not. In fact, the familiar but cluttered collection of blue hyper599household items in preparation for
tried to unload unwanted
links has changed very little over the years. Some critics suggest
his soon-to-be-born daughter’s nursery. He didn’t have time
that Craigslist has taken its monopoly for granted. One industry
to post all these items on Craigslist, which required multiple
observer refers to Craigslist as “the cockroach of the internet
steps that pretty much required a desktop or laptop to comage—an ugly but effective e-commerce platform that. . .emerged
plete. Instead, he went to Goodwill, where he always found
unscathed from technology shifts that crippled mightier contema line to drop donations. With a smartphone in his hand, he
poraries like Netscape and Yahoo.”
recognized the potential for an online marketplace that made
In the new landscape of digital disruption, one thing seems
posting, monitoring, and browsing items for sale in a local
certain: What dominates today could be under threat tomorrow.
market as simple as social media interactions. That led to
That tomorrow may already be here for Craigslist as numerous,
a partnership with friend Arean van Veelen and the ultimate
more user-friendly competitors have emerged to challenge the
launch of OfferUp in 2011.
classified ad champ. Enter OfferUp—a relatively new mobile app
for buying and selling items that is taking the digital marketplace
by storm. OfferUp is not only challenging Craigslist as the go-to
A Different Kind of Marketplace
platform by which individuals and businesses sell goods and
The main thing that differentiates OfferUp from Craigslist
services in local markets, it’s also starting to challenge the likes
and other traditional online marketplace platforms is that it’s
Costs that do not vary with production or
sales level.

Company Case

• Measuring and managing return on marketing. Especially in uneven economic
times, marketing managers must ensure
that their marketing dollars are being well
spent. “Marketing accountability”—measuring and managing marketing return on
investment—has now become an important
part of strategic marketing decision making.
This emphasis on marketing accountability
is addressed in Chapter 2, in Appendix 2:
Marketing by the Numbers, and throughout
the eighteenth edition.
• Sustainable marketing around the globe. As
technological developments make the world
an increasingly smaller and more fragile place,
marketers must be good at marketing their
brands globally and in sustainable ways. New
material throughout the eighteenth edition
emphasizes the concepts of global marketing and sustainable marketing—
meeting the
present needs of consumers and businesses
while also preserving or enhancing the ability
of future generations to meet their needs. The
eighteenth edition integrates global marketing
and sustainability topics throughout the text. It
then provides focused coverage on each topic
in Chapters 19 and 20, respectively.

In-Text Teaching and Learning
Features
Principles of Marketing provides a wealth of
chapter-opening, within-chapter, and end-of-chapter learning features that help students to learn, link,
and apply major concepts.

• Integrated chapter-opening preview sections. The active and integrative chapter-
opening spread in each chapter starts with an Objectives Outline that provides a
helpful preview of chapter contents and learning objectives, complete with page numbers. Next, a Chapter Preview section briefly previews chapter concepts, links them
with previous chapter concepts, and introduces the chapter-opening story. Finally, a
chapter-opening vignette—an engaging, deeply developed, illustrated, and annotated
marketing story—introduces the chapter material and sparks student interest.
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• Author comments and figure annotations. Throughout each chapter, author comments
ease and enhance student learning by introducing and explaining major chapter sections and figures.
• Reviewing and extending the concepts. Sections at the end of each chapter summarize
key chapter concepts and provide questions and exercises by which students can review
and apply what they’ve learned. The Objectives Review section reviews major chapter
concepts and links them to chapter objectives. The Key Terms section provides a helpful
listing of chapter key terms by order of appearance with page numbers that facilitate
easy reference. Discussion Questions and Critical Thinking Exercises sections help students
to keep track of and apply what they’ve learned in the chapter.
• Applications and Cases. Completely revised sections at the end of each chapter provide brief Online, Mobile, and Social Media Marketing; Marketing Ethics; and Marketing by
the Numbers applications cases that facilitate discussion of current issues and company
situations in areas such as mobile and social marketing, ethics, and financial marketing analysis. All-new end-of-chapter company cases in each chapter help students apply
major marketing concepts and critical thinking to real company and brand situations.

Developing Employability Skills
Real Marketing features. Each chapter contains two deeply developed Real Marketing highlight features that provide in-depth looks at real brand marketing strategies and contemporary marketing issues. For example, students learn
how retail titans Walmart and Amazon are battling
376 PART 3 | Designing a Customer Value–Driven Strategy and Mix
it out for supremacy in the new omni-channel retailing world; how Netflix uses big data and advanced
AR and VR in Retailing: Extending and
Real Marketing 13.2
Enhancing the Shopping Experience
marketing analytics to personalize each customer’s
Remodeling a dated kitchen or bathroom can customers select colors, materials, and pat- the ground and say, ‘You know what? this is
be a Herculean task, and many customers terns from the options on a tablet interface, too tight,’ then swipe your hand to try another
experience; why Apple’s products fly off the shelves
simply throw up their hands and say, “Forget their selections are projected onto the shoe tent.” Whereas Walmart doesn’t have room to
it!” To help solve this customer dilemma, in real time. Final designs go into production set up even one or two tents in its physical
despite their premium prices; how basketball’s Chihome-improvement retailer Lowe’s created at the NIKEiD factory. Such AR applications stores, with virtual reality, it can let customCHAPTER
Information
to Gain Customer Insights 119
| Managingits Marketing
a virtual reality program called Holoroom that can greatly enrich and personalize customer
ers4 experience
entire inventory.
“The abilcago Bulls bond with superfans in real time; how
let customers in some stores try out power shopping experiences.
ity to have a real-life experience, to see how
tools or redo rooms to see how they would
Whereas AR augments customers’ exist- the tent’s fabric is woven and what type of
look without ever knocking down a wall.
zipper it’s using,
has the potentialin
to be
the
ing environments, VR immerses them in whole
Instagram has made itself a win-win-win for the
Artificial
Intelligence
Marketing:
“A Bigger
Dubbed “Minecraft for Moms,” Holoroom
new virtual environments.4.2
For example, auto- next generation of merchandising,” adds the
Real Marketing
Than
Fire or Electricity”
let customers use an in-store tablet app to maker Audi has installed VR in 1,000 dealerDeal
Walmart
developer.
company, advertisers, and Instagrammers alike;
design their dream room, selecting
cabiBeyond
using
VR
to
draw
shoppers
into
showrooms.
Customers
use
tablets
to
select
It’s early morning, you’re headed out to start
Marketers use AI to assess, address, ser- such as Google Home, have become voicenets, countertops, faucets, appliances,
tile, and
stores
or to give Inthem
experi- personal shopping assistants.
anyyou
Audi
model
and customize
each vice,
element.
your day,
feel
the urge
for that first
and sell
to customers.
turn,out-of-store
AI can activated
what makes LinkedIn the place to be for B-to-B
and paint colors in endless configurations
ences,
retailers
canlives
use itand
to bring
stores
They
headset
and earphones
Companies
ranging from P&G and Clorox to
jolt of (all
caffeine.
Asthen
you put
get on
in ayour
car, you
help customers
manage
their
their their
with Lowe’s products, of course). Customers to experience the sights and sounds of their to shoppers, wherever they might be. For
tap the Starbucks app on your phone and buying. It might be requesting a ride from Lyft 1-800-Flowers are hard at work perfecting
then donned an HTC Vive headset and found customized car in virtual reality. They can example, you won’t likely find a Nike store in
marketers; why store retailer Best Buy is thriving in
ask for “the usual.” Your Starbucks virtual via chat (Facebook Messenger or Slack) or ways to tap into Echo users who voice-shop
themselves standing in the middle of the re- move around the outside of the car, open the a small town. But Nike could create a virtual
barista replies in her familiar, cheerful voice: voice (Amazon Echo’s Alexa virtual assis- from the comfort of their own kitchens.
designed space in 3D virtual reality. Based trunk and doors, check under the hood, and Nike store and put it anywhere. Using artificial
At Amazon’s shopping and video sites,
“One tall caramel latte!” She then politely sug- tant). Lyft’s chatbot lets you know the current
the age of Amazon; how Coca-Cola, long a master
on what they saw, they could fine-tune the even sit in the driver’s seat. Future versions intelligence, such virtual stores could provide
gests a breakfast snack—a Vermont maple location of your driver along with a picture of AI powers recommendations that help condesign until it looked just right. Then they may even add the cool feel of the leather up- interactive experiences personalized to each
nut muffin—not your usual, but it sure sounds the license plate and car model. Or it might sumers decide what to buy and what to
of mass market advertising, has now also mastered
could export it to YouTube 360 for sharing holstery and the rich new car smells.
shopper’s demographics, preferences, purgood. You agree. “Thanks! Your order will be be IBM’s Watson supercomputer combing watch. “Increasingly, Amazon will be selland viewing at home with Google Cardboard.
Retailers can use VR to help customers chase histories, and actions while navigatready for pickup in five to seven minutes at through vast amounts of data to unearth ing you things you didn’t even know you
Welcome to the fast-growing world of aug- experience products in simulated real-world ing the store. Because some VR gear can
digital, mobile, and social media marketing; and
University and 28th,” she confirms. “Would customer and market insights that help mar- needed because it has learned what you like
mented and virtual reality in retailing. Retailers environments. For example, Walmart is ex- track exactly what a user is viewing, virtual
you like to pay for that with your credit card keters sharpen their targeting, personalize and are most inclined to buy,” says an anaare increasingly using sophisticated digital perimenting with VR applications that en- store apps could use AI to adapt an individual
how outdoor apparel and gear maker Patagonia
on file?” You step inside the store, bypass the customer engagements, design new prod- lyst. Amazon is so good at this that it’s even
technologies to extend and enhance the cus- hance “the contextual shopping experience.” shopper’s experience based on what he or
considering what it calls “predictive delivery,”
long lines, and grab your order—no fuss, no ucts, and even craft better ads in real time.
tomer shopping experience, bring the outside The retail giant’s innovation arm—called Store she is most interested in. “Right now stores
Today’s machines are smart and ee- sending consumers stuff they haven’t even
muss. Welcome to the world of artificial intelurges “conscious consumption,” telling customers
world into their stores, and bring their stores to No. 8 (named after an early Walmart store have zero customization, so they’re trying to
rily human. IBM’s Watson “is loquacious; it ordered yet. If customers don’t want it, they
ligence (AI).
the outside world. They are using augmented remembered by founder Sam Walton as an appeal to everyone,” says the analyst. “VR
This is just one example of how AI can tell jokes, answer questions, and write would just keep it for free. Although such dereality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), fueled by “experiment”)—recently demonstrated a VR solves that.”
to buy less of its products. They learn that artificial
has exploded onto the marketing scene. songs,” notes one observer. “Google’s AI can liveries may still be a while off, Amazon uses
artificial intelligence (AI), to create enhanced, app that allows shoppers to try out camping
Wild-eyed VR futurists envision virtual
Starbucks has long been into cutting-edge now read lips better than a professional and such AI predictions to keep the right stock in
personalized, and highly engaging retail expe- gear in a virtual Yosemite National Park. “You stores—or even real stores—populated by
intelligence in marketing is now “a bigger deal than
technology—a full 25 percent of its transac - can master video games within hours. MIT’s warehouses or even on trucks to support its
riences that transcend real-world limits.
can see the tent in the environment in which AI-driven salespeople synched to individual
tions are already placed through its smart- AI can predict action on video two seconds ever-more-popular one-day or even one-hour
Augmented reality merges digitally aug- you’ll use it,” says the head of Store No. 8. shopper characteristics and preferences.
phone apps. But My Starbucks Barista is before it begins. Tesla’s AI powers [its] inno- delivery promise.
fire and electricity,” how companies are increasingmented objects with real-world images. AR “You can unzip the opening, get inside, lay on Customers in some stores or situations
Hosts of retailers are employing AI to
vative self-driving car.”
more
can help consumers design, try out,
andthan
vi- just an ordering app. It uses artiCompanies like Amazon have mastered improve how they service and sell to their
ficial
to create personalized cussualize products before buying them.
Forintelligence
exly using augmented and virtual reality to enhance
tomerapp
experiences and manage real-time AI, harnessing insights and interactions customers. For example, home improveample, Sephora’s Virtual Artist makeup
that let it understand and serve customers. ment retailer Lowe’s is experimenting with
customer
scans a customer’s face and lets her
experi- interactions, based on everything
consumer shopping experiences, and how mobile
Amazon’s Echo brings Alexa’s AI magic to LoweBots—five-foot something, fully mobile,
from
customers’
past
transactions
and
prefment with different combinations of eye, lip,
AI-powered robots that roam stores helping
and cheek makeup until she finds erences
one sheto demographics, store trends and nearly 50 million U.S. homes. Beyond serving
marketing engages consumers in the moments that
inventories,
and local traffic and weather as a valet for duties such as adjusting house- customers. The LoweBots detect customlikes. It also offers “virtual tutorials” that
show
hold appliances, controlling music, keep- ers who might need assistance and engage
conditions.
customers how to apply makeup and
digitally
Artificial intelligence is sweeping the ing shopping lists, sending text messages, them through voice and touchscreens. The
matter. No other text brings marketing to life like
overlays the results on their faces. Similarly,
world.
It involves machines that think and and answering questions on about any AI robots tap store and external data to anSherwin-Williams Color Visualizer app
lets you
learn in
“Color It Before You Paint It!” by uploading
ac-a way that looks and feels human subject, Echo and other similar AI devices, swers customer questions, offer solutions,
the eighteenth edition of Principles of Marketing.
but
with
a
lot
more
analytical
capacity.
The
tual room images and painting them virtually.
behind the AI’s explosive growth is
And IKEA’s AR app, IKEA Place, letsengine
customMarketing Plan appendix. Appendix 1 contains a
bighomes
data. Raw data is flowing in from everyers place furniture items virtually in their
where: customer transaction and interacto see what they look like before buying.
data, web and social media data, news
detailed sample marketing plan that helps students
At the NIKEiD Direct Studio in tion
London,
and
environmental
data,
and
data
from
augmented video mapping lets visitors demore and
than 50 billion connected devices—
sign their own one-of-a-kind Nikes
to apply important marketing planning concepts.
everything
watch the designs come to life before
their from consumer wearables and
GPS
to household
thermostats,
very eyes. Customers start by placing
antechnology
allAR and
VR in retailing:
Carmaker Audi has installed virtual reality in many of its
Marketing by the Numbers appendix. An inand cars.
white version of the Nike Air Force 1washing
into the machines,
showrooms,
lettingCompanies
customers put on a headset and earphones to experience the sights
need
to makeand
sense
of allof
that
data
for their car in realistic virtual environments.
sounds
their
customized
NIKEiD Direct configurator—a small
booth
and consumers.
novative and freshly revised Appendix 2 provides
that serves as the display area. brands
Then, as
The human mind simply can’t grapple
with today’s glut of big data. But machines
students with a comprehensive introduction to the
can. However, more than just collecting and
tabulating mountains of data, AI analyzes it
marketing financial analysis that helps guide, asat lightning speed to gain deep insights and
apply them to accomplish designated tasks.
sess, and support marketing decisions. A new or
AI learns as it goes along—the more data
it ingests, the smarter and more accurate it
Artificial intelligence: The My Starbucks Barista uses artificial intelligence to
gets. “AI is the planet we’re headed to,” says
revised exercise at the end of each text chapter lets
create personalized customer experiences and manage real-time customer
one AI expert. “Machine learning is the rocket
interactions, based on everything from customers’ past transactions and
that’s going to get us there. And big data is
preferences to local traffic and weather conditions.
students apply analytical and financial thinking to
the fuel.”
that chapter’s concepts and links the chapter to the
Marketing by the Numbers appendix.
Careers in Marketing. Appendix 3 helps students to explore marketing career paths and lays
out a process for landing a marketing job that best matches their special skills and interests.
Audi of America

Elias Stein Illustration

For more information and resources, visit www.pearson.com
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